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Aquarius:

New
interests
bring
fantastic
understanding. Study astrology online! You have
some big questions, like, what do you want, and
whom can you rely upon? Be cool and start your own
trend. You are in demand at the office, but
overworked. The good news you’re waiting for can
be delayed. Pay off any debts.

Leo: Now is a period of growth, but confusion and
dreaminess too. If you are too trusting, you might
have to face a “reality check.” Self-discipline is
required. Is your income sufficient? Balance your
checkbook! It’s a wonderful time to take a course or
fix up your home. A gold mirror will add drama!

Virgo: You will have to push forward during many
Pisces: Will the changes ever end? It’s been hard to
keep up. Your faith is strong, but you need a rest.
Recharge your spiritual batteries by getting creative.
A partner needs less attention now. You can start
earning more maybe through government, school or
travel jobs. Begin a dream journal.
-

unexpected changes, but your practical work ethic
helps a lot. Put aside issues about appearance?
Concentrate on budget and savings. Practice
breathing exercises. Pick up some elegant new
stationery. It’s a good time to buy or sell a car.

Libra: You are finding a new way to deal with
Aries: This is a time for your special quality of
pioneering courage to start to shine. Be tougher and
steadier than ever before. Wear bold red to show your
confidence! You feel stirred and open to new
directions. A job matter wraps up. Luck’s on your
side in receiving money that’s owed.

relationships, even though some may not last long.
You are so much more “together” now, you might
want to say goodbye to your therapist or guidance
counselor for a while! Artistic and sensible, you
increase your earnings. Light a lavender floral candle
to relax.

Taurus: Pressures require adjustments? Perhaps

Scorpio: Are your friends trustworthy? Focus on

about school or travel? But your love life is
highlighted. You can meet someone new, and you’re
feeling inspired, but there are obstacles and hidden
problems. Wear sensual velvet to feel luxurious. You
may need to overcome creative blocks.

personal growth and interesting choices. A more
powerful new you is developing, so take things step
by step to deal with disappointments. Avoid weight
gain, and work at improving your health. If you must
indulge, a sugar-free chocolate should do it!

Gemini: On the one hand, there’s a great new job;

Sagittarius: Wow—of all the signs, you are ready

on the other, a fun lift to your social life. Wear
yellow to brighten things up more! Matters at home
must be concluded. Talk everything over. You are
feeling more spiritual, yet rethinking your beliefs. In
between multitasking, try meditation.

for the most transformation! Spiritual but grounded,
you can put your philosophy to the test during
unexpected circumstances. It’s a time of fun and
adventure. Put your career on hold to travel and
search. Wear dangling earrings just for the fun of it!

Cancer: It’s a strange time? You may want to write

Capricorn: You feel strengthened by exciting

down your moods in a diary. The sound of running
water can be helpful, but you may feel swamped by
constant emotions. Sunshine and Vitamin D can help.
Be open to new experiences, and trust your intuition.
A career path blossoms.

changes and positive ideals, but are you reaching
success fast enough? Friends can really help if you
feel tired and frustrated. Answers are close to home,
not far away. Simplify your schedule. Show you
mean business by wearing something with a classy
label.
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